The recent electronnicroscopic and biochemical napping of Z-DNA sites 1n >X174, SV40, pBR322 and PM2 DNAs has been used to determine two sets of criteria for identification of potential Z-DNA sequences in natural DNA genoaes 
INTRODUCTION

RESULTS
Occurrence of AFs. Table 1 The first row of every case corresponds to a natural sequence whereas the second row corresponds to randon sequences. We can also see froa Table 1 that aAFs are about ten-fold aore frequent than uAFs in both natural and randoa sequences. This means that although AFs are under-represented in natural DMAs, the expected proportion of uAFs to
•AFs (about 1:10) is conserved in natural ONA tracts.
Tendency of AF» to cluster. Table 2 ). In randoa sequences, there is a very strong tendency of short AFs to cluster (last two rows of Table 2 ).
The conclusion which can be drawn in this section is that the tendency of AFs to cluster decreases in the order: random sequence > procoryotic DMAs The correspondence between experimentally sapped Z-DNA sites in supercoiled circular DNAs and those predicted by the criteria we have defined is satisfactory but not perfect [some experimental positions we cannot account for and others we identify have not (yet) been observed]. As additional data emerge, the specific values of the empirical parameters (a, b, c in definitions 1, 2) will require adjustment. In any event, we expect that they will depend on superhelix density and, to a degree, each other. For example, alternating fragments exclusively composed of G and C are under-represented (Table 1 , below) but where they do occur (23, 26) the Z conformation may be expressed even for lengths smaller than the value 8 used in this work. In addition, we do not address the means for defining a hierarchy in Z-for«1ng potential, for which the experimental data provide some indications. It is obvious that the ultimate but as yet unattainable goal will be to replace the eapirical criteria employed here with rigorous therBodynanically defined relationships. 
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